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This is Gamestyle.  Everyone involved with Gamestyle is pleased to
welcome you to the latest issue of Gamestyle Offline, and more importantly,
the return of the site proper.

Firstly, our apologies for being offline for such a long period of time.
After the hacking saga the decision was taken to build a new version,
rather than try and rebuild the old design. Being offline since 12th July
until now was not planned, but hopefully you’ll agree that its been worth
the wait. The whole unfortunate event drove home how much readers
appreciate our existence and desire to continue; no matter what the odds.

Building Version 5.1 has been a bigger task than anyone could have
envisaged. Thanks go to Mike Holmquist for showing (yet again) how
fearsome he is in front of a computer, and to Matt Cox for his support
with the graphics and overall design. Our appreciation also goes out to
all the publishers, developers, and public relation types who demanded
the return of Gamestyle.

Internally, Dean and myself would like to thank the rest of the
administrative team and our staff writers - together we represent the best
team Gamestyle has ever had. Thank you for waiting patiently and working
away to provide us with more content than a counter could clock. Thank
you as well, to our partners and families who have had to put up with
endless hours in front of PCs and the constant clicking of buttons.

Christmas has arrived early - spread the word - Gamestyle is back!

Jason Julier,
Site editor

03/ Introduction:

Welcome back to Gamestyle!  It’s been a while since you’ve seen 
anything at the URL, but things are now back and rolling!

04/ Upcoming:

Gamestyle takes a closer look at two of the biggest games that are
coming soon; Nintendo’s Gamecube Mario Kart and the Gamecube
version of Metal Gear Solid.

06/ Feature: ECTS

Jason recalls the best and worst from this year’s ECTS show, including
a detailed look inside the PlayStation experience and Nintendo’s al
fresco exhibition.

10/ Review: Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic

Quite possibly the best game on the Xbox, and certainly one of the
finest role playing games ever created.  Gamestyle investigates 
Bioware’s epic title.

12/ Review: Madden 2004

Gamestyle looks into the other big EA football franchise, one that’s 
been running for well over a decade - is this really the best the series
has ever been?

13/ Review: Donkey Kong Country

The Gameboy Advance plays host to the SNES classic (now there’s
a switch) - does it still hold the magic it once had, or are those 
graphics now more obvious against the aged mechanics?

14/ Review: Mario Golf, Toadstool Tour

Nintendo update another of their 64-bit titles, if there enough here
to warrant a purchase, or have Camelot simply rehashed the original
for those that missed it first time?

15/ Review: DJ Craze: Live in Puerto Rico

The beatmaster returns in this killer live 60-minute set, exclusively 
available on DVD.  Gamestyle puts on it’s collective dancing shoes 
and finds out more about the disk.



UPCOMING

Nintendo has never been afraid to allow it's key I.P.s to spread their
wings a little, exploring other genres of videogames far removed from the
character's original intended pigeon hole. One such venture was Mario
and Co.'s initial Super Nintendo mode 7 based racing game, placing the
platforming hero (and his many friends and foes) behind the wheels of
diminituive go-karts competing for glory around a series of increasingly
more complex but always inventive courses, most of which still hold up
today as fine examples of track design (see: Mario Kart Super Circuit for
proof). Whilst the Nintendo 64 follow-up wasn't quite as critically acclaimed,
the playability still shone through and many a late-night multiplayer gaming
session has revolved around Mario Kart 64.

Which is exactly the sort of gaming goodness Nintendo are gunning
for in the Gamecube iteration - sprung on an unsuspecting public in late
April this year, and due for a European release in November, Mario Kart:
Double Dash!! looks likely to follow the tradition of the focus on multiplayer
fun, combined with the clever mix of initial ease of play yet room for
perpetual improvement. In case you've not been following the game, the
eponymous Double Dash refers to the two characters per kart that
replaces the old single-seater models, a surprise move from Nintendo,
but on further exploration is most certainly a welcome one.

Previous Mario Kart games have been balanced somewhere between
racing skill and the luck of which weapons were picked up around each
course - in Mario Kart 64 these weapons were randomly selected each
time you collected an item box, and although there was some weighting
(racers at the back of the field were likely to gain more speed boosts and
powerful homing missiles, whilst those leading were often rewarded with
bananas) a lot of the time races were won and lost with a certain amount
of chance. In Double Dash we're seeing that trend continue, but due to
the two characters per kart you can collect twice as many weapons - the
character at the back of the kart fires and collects items, but a quick tap
of the Z buttons swaps the two around, enabling the other character to
collect (and then, fire or save) items too.

This in itself leads to a certain amount of added strategical play, but
this coupled with another new feature - individual special items - means
that races can suddenly become much more technical. Whilst Nintendo
were keen to establish character links between the racers (Mario and
Luigi, Peach and Daisy being but two obviously connected pairs) these
pairings share similar special weapons and items, so the choice is given
to the player as to whether to break apart these pseudo-partnerships and
hence expand the potential special weapons list. Again, special weapons
are awarded randomly, and can in fact be stolen from nearby racers should
they be holding them at the time (as can all items and weapons) but it's
nice to see the series expanding a little.  

Where the game follows familiar paths though is fairly obvious - a
selection of themed courses (DK Mountain, Mushroom Bridge etc) might
sound rudementary and typically Nintendo, but that's the entire point: for
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MARIO KART: DOUBLE DASH!!

fans of the big N, the chance to race around tracks based on their favourite
characters is all part of the pull of Mario Kart (Peach's Castle in MK64 is
a personal favourite) and Gamestyle wouldn't have it any other way. The
potential for Gamecube-powered track design should hopefully see the
same level of inventiveness previously seen in the series without placing
too much emphasis on graphical eye-candy - a game like Mario Kart lives
and dies by it's course design, and thankfully all playtests have come back
with positive feedback on that aspect of the game.

In terms of graphics, though, the brand new designs for the karts
have attracted some amount of criticism; certainly, they don't do much
to promote Nintendo's proposed mature gaming slant, what with prams
(for Baby Mario and Luigi) and the dreadfully twee Princess's kart, luckily
you're free to mix and match, but we can imagine the scrambles for the
better-looking karts being just as frantic as it used to be for the characters
in a heated multiplayer meeting! Elsewhere, frame rate is solid (locked at
60 frames per second) and whilst there's not much in the way of special
effects, fancy lighting and what-not there's still time before release for
such niceties - the focus should remain on gameplay as far as Gamestyle
is concerned.

So, it's fair to say we're excited. The prospect of 8-player Mario Kart
(via LAN) sounds too good to be true, and whilst we have a couple of
reservations about some of the changes to the formula, the whole two-
character thing looks like it might just come through, and if the rest of the
tracks are as good to play as the four available at ECTS, Nintendo should
be onto a winner. With stacks of new weapons, battle modes and
(hopefully) some kind of GBA link-up should a new portable title be
announced, Mario Kart fans will soon have their hands full.
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Metal Gear had a big part to play at Earls Court this year. First of
all, a video of Metal Gear Solid 3 was shown every hour at ECTS which,
to the delight of Gamestyle, served to free up some games on the Konami
stand. Second, the creator of Metal Gear - Hideo Kojima - was at the
event itself, brushing past us at ECTS to attend a Q&A session for the
public at the Playstation Experience. The third element was one that
seemed more or less ignored. Maybe because we've seen and played it
back in 1999.

Not in the same form of course. Despite the updated Gamecube
graphics, and the integrated moves from Metal Gear Solid 2, this is still
more or less Metal Gear Solid. Even the demo at ECTS only spanned the
same areas as the demo disc given away with International Superstar
Soccer Pro 98. It ends at exactly the same point.

Gamestyle took on the demo, and completed it the first time in
around five minutes. Having finished Metal Gear Solid three times, taking
on the first two sections of the game led to no problems. Didn't get
spotted once. Didn't kill or knock out any guards. Gamestyle was nothing
more than a shadow. Which was a good sign, because after about 30
seconds of working out the controls, they felt as natural as the PSone
setup. In fact, the GC's analogue stick seems a lot more suited to the
stealth aspect of the game, which at tense moments demands nothing

less than true precision. The bad sign of so much familiarity is that not
really that much has changed in terms of gameplay.

This can be seen as a double-edged sword. Silicon Knights have
stayed faithful to the original so as not to disrupt the perfection we all felt
from it. On the other hand, a new experience doesn't seem so much in
hand, and veteran players might, like Gamestyle did with the demo, be
able to waltz through the game with ease.    

Yet don't be disheartened. The demo did show only a fraction of
the game, so once the finished thing gets going there may be plenty of
opportunity to introduce elements Metal Gear fans might not be expecting.
Even if this isn't the case, the few minutes Gamestyle played showed
enough promise with a few new features that it will be a pleasure to go
through Shadow Moses again.

The story is presented in a more cinematic manner. Although the
Codec sequences are exactly the same as Metal Gear Solid (which again
will either please or anger you), the cutscenes themselves are entirely
revamped. One especially enticing one was when Snake comes up the
elevator from the Docks and takes off his Scuba gear, the camera jumps
between his and Liquid's face, emphasising the "Twin Snakes" subtitle of
the game. Considering the story is the most hailed aspect of PSone Metal
Gear Solid, this alone seems reason enough to give Twin Snakes its chance.

Showing the AI has taken a decent jump from its predecessor, the
guards in Twin Snakes are somewhat more observant of their surroundings.
Although they spotted footprints made by snow or puddles in the PSone
game, in Twin Snakes they seem to notice any changes in environment
much faster. Once anything suspicious is spotted, the radar actually takes
the form of the guard's vision. Taking into account that he's on the lookout
for the player, the lack of radar makes it all the more tense.

Of course, now that all this has been mentioned, the question
everyone probably has on their lips is how it looks. Especially since Resident
Evil was in the same position as Twin Snakes - a PSone game given a
Gamecube makeover that looked absolutely stunning - why should any
less be expected from Konami? The first screenshots released of Twin
Snakes were said to be nothing more than hi-res PSone shots. Not a
promising start. The demo itself looked good, not stunning Gamestyle is
afraid to say, or even great, but acceptable. There were some very notable
effects, such as the snow falling on the scope in first-person. In comparison
to MGS2 it doesn't have the same "sheen" to it, which honestly, would
have looked too artificial in Twin Snakes anyway, but overall Gamestyle
was slightly disappointed (especially when a MGS3 trailer was constantly
running right next to the game booth).

Nevertheless, Twin Snakes looks to be the ultimate version of a
game which not only created its own genre, but also had a cinematic
storyline which has seldom been rivalled. To be released in the US towards
the end of November, Gamestyle will undertake the mission to unravel
everything there is behind Twin Snakes then. Over and out.

METAL GEAR SOLID: TWIN SNAKES



At the end of the summer the videogame industry descends on
London for the annual ECTS gathering. The prime European event was
this year complimented by the burgeoning consumer Playstation 2
Experience and various developer events in the capital beforehand. This
is a time for old friends to catch up, for deals to be struck, and a chance
to check out the competition.

The consensus was that this year's event was an improvement on
the previous year, and certainly a massive improvement over the lacklustre
2001 Docklands event. Despite the demise of numerous developers during
the last twelve months the general mood was one of hope, excitement
and fierce rivalry. These factors combined with several promising games
on show filled attendees (including Gamestyle) with an expectation that
the coming months will provide some much needed excitement and
originality.

With a congregation built on a pan-European basis and beyond, it
is no surprise that Gamestyle ignored many booths. Package suppliers,
media publishers, recruitment companies, development packages and CD
producers may well form the foundations of the industry, but it’s all about
the games - excluding PC games of course, as despite criticism it is outside
of our remit.

Our tour and brief overview begins outside the main entrance to
ECTS, where Nintendo had set up camp to promote its forthcoming
Gamecube and GameBoy Advance releases. Rather than taking centre
stage amidst the chaotic scenes and deafening volume of Earls Court,
Nintendo had decided to take advantage of the concrete area outside.
Here a fenced enclosure was decked out in the style of Mario Kart, with
various palm trees and banners in abundance. Taking centre stage was
the truck, which offered booths in and around its structure.  

A large video screen dominated the area and allowed Nintendo to
continuously run footage of its wares; if only another screen was located
at the opposite entrance where the masses queued for the Playstation
2 Experience. Beneath the screen sat four karts, which came with screens
that allowed the LAN ability of Mario Kart Double Dash to be fully
exploited and allowed Nintendo to run daily competitions. The Nintendo
stand soon became a favourite escape for Gamestyle as it offered a tranquil,
relaxed and crowd-free environment - especially when it rained. The
Nintendo girls (dressed in mechanic overalls) were surprisingly knowledgeable
about the games on show and eager to help, although on one occasion
they outnumbered the guests! However on Friday several officials from
Nintendo of Japan were evident, and wistfully raised hopes that this might
see the start of equal treatment for Europe. (And luckily on Friday, one
Gamestyle staff member was not wearing his Lik-Sang tee shirt!)

The games on show were of varying quality, excluding Viewtiful Joe
and Soul Calibur II, which are already very familiar with most visitors.
Those that disappointed included Rogue Squadron III and Metal Gear
Solid: Twin Snakes, which prompted a staff member to exclaim “Bleemcast!”
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The former was perhaps a victim of a disappointing level selection, but
there was no hiding from the disappointing lack of evolution. Mario Kart
Double Dash received mixed responses and Gamestyle cannot help but
feel that it's another release on the fast-track to nothing; no matter what,
it will typically be judged against the sublime SNES version. The new
version is playable and therefore enjoyable, but the visuals fail to truly
harness the power of the Cube despite managing to hold a high framerate.
The same can be said of the sequels to 1080 Snowboarding and Pikmin.

Despite the negativity there were delights to be found in the Nintendo
penitentiary, namely Pac Man, Harry Potter, F-Zero and Billy Hatcher.
Perhaps Pac Man was the biggest surprise - only available on one machine,
but immensely playable and satisfying. Unfortunately the need for a GBA
with cart plus three friends (with controllers) and the game disc really
limits the appeal and potential market of the release. Pac Man is wonderful
and more modes may add further dimensions but you cannot avoid the
niche nature of such expenditure.

Depending on which way you entered ECTS, you were confronted
with either the colourful Konami/Vivendi stands or the budget Play It
offering - located nicely beside the press side entrance. The Konami stand
featured an original design, which really leant itself toward interaction and
participation. The Pro Evolution Soccer 3 stalls were consistently busy,
while the official Konami dancers kept showing off their remarkable skills.
Every hour on the hour, a Metal Gear 3 video played and came complete
with 007 rip-off credits, backed up with footage of forthcoming releases.
Unfortunately two of the most promising games on show were available
on single machines; Castlevania and the Ultimate Music game. The latter
really showed Codemasters how to create a music game, and with the
headset provided the most laughs to those watching or for the brave soul
who attempted to sing. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles failed to impress
and Zone Of Enders 2 only seems to have received a cosmetic make
over.

Across from Konami lay the Vivendi stand, which lacked any modern
visual design - instead relying on the games on show to attract attention.
The centrepiece was the Half-Life 2 presentation booth, which always
had a queue (albeit bitterly disappointing if you had already seen the
footage). The rest of the stand featured a varied selection of forthcoming
releases. Glitch In The System offered nothing new, while Buffy: Chaos
Bleeds was a step backwards after the playable Electronic Arts release.
Crash Bandicoot's latest kart racing release matched Mario Kart Double
Dash in playability terms but may lack the overall finesse of Nintendo’s
racer.

ECTS 2003
NINTENDO @ ECTS



The Play It stand was the one most frequented by Gamestyle, partially
due to its more comfortable seating at ECTS and the matching (sports-
decalled) Ferrari car. It also played host to three PVC-wearing models
who were extremely effective in attracting attention - perhaps to the
detriment of the games on show. Many will complain about such a sexist
approach, but as Gamestyle sat and watched, there was no doubting its
persuasive-ness. Unfortunately Play It's PR could not confirm the cost of
such glamour models, but undoubtedly it was worth every penny.

Meanwhile the Play It label continues to evolve in a gaming sense
through a clever selection of games hitherto unreleased in Europe, and
thereby building upon a solid start with Seek & Destroy and Road Trip
Adventure. Grooverider and Motorsiege lacked any originality or graphical
flair but they were enjoyable, and at £9.99 made economic sense -
especially for parents struggling to maintain their children's habit. Cel
Damage, having been released on other formats should be immediately
familiar, and without question a bargain. With the forthcoming release of
1945 and a licensing deal with the creators of the Underworld movie, it
will be interesting to see what Play It does next.

One noticeable feature of ECTS 2003 was the number of booths
that were appointment-only and closed to general inspection. This
immediately removed the accessibility of Capcom, Microsoft, Eidos and
Codemasters thereby devaluing the show. Certainly as a hardware
manufacturer, Microsoft must be seen to do more and thus missed the
ideal opportunity to show off its Xbox and PC wares. Such a policy gives
rise to speculation over the quality of the developers' titles - at least Atari
had the mettle to show Enter The Matrix. Although why is anyone's guess.

The centre ground of the show floor was dominated by Atari and
Ubi Soft stands, which displayed a typical French style. The Atari stand
suffered from a lack of quality software with only Dungeons & Dragons
Heroes (Xbox) impressing. Apart from this, Driver 3 was only shown in
video form and Mission Impossible II played like a Metal Gear/Splinter Cell
rip-off without any saving graces.  

Ubi Soft on the other hand delivered a quality stand with several
knowledgeable attendants at beck and call. The publisher is currently
enjoying a purple patch, and producing titles of exceptional quality; Beyond
Good & Evil, Prince of Persia, Rainbow Six 3 and XIII look set to continue
this form. Exceptional presentation, solid design and lavish graphics were
consistent features throughout each of Ubi Soft's offerings. Prince of Persia
made for stunning viewing, but preliminary play was soon brought down
by mundane combat and a wayward camera; still, a few months yet to
tidy it up.  

XIII was on show last year and now certainly looks ready to be
released. Watching and playing single and multiplayer maps brought back
memories of the unbeatable Goldeneye. Combine this with the novel use
of cel shading and the comic book styling, and its obvious XIII will be able
to stand tall amongst the best first-person console offerings. Gamestyle
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was expecting XIII and Prince of Persia to impress however the real
surprise was Beyond Good & Evil. Trading on the undoubted strengths
gained from developing Rayman, Beyond Good & Evil continues the high
emphasis on stunning environments and platforming action. Throw in
racing and stealth sections along with some blatant movie homages and
you have a game which is extremely playable, and more importantly fun.
In confined areas though, the camera can create headaches and its racing
sections could do with some livening up, but overall an enjoyable release
for all ages. And what of Rainbow Six 3? Apart from the stupid name, the
game is evidently benefiting from being an Xbox exclusive release, as in
comparison to Ghost Recon: Island Thunder (on show as well) this lacked
the murky visuals and offered some fantastic urban warfare.

ECTS 2003
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Electronic Arts had an understated and modest stand, which given
their size and power is surprising. Featuring the forthcoming sports titles,
these failed to capture Gamestyle's attention - whilst Lord of the Rings
is very much the same experience again. We did notice a few EA employees
(with company shirts) trying out Pro Evolution Soccer 3 on the Konami
stand. It was harder to judge Freedom Fighters as it was no shock to
anyone that it shared many similarities with Hitman 2. The demo pods
received less attention than most, and based on our experience it was
frankly average but warrants further investigation. A real surprise was
Harry Potter: Quidditch World Cup, which is being developed by
Warthog; beneath the faithful presentation lies a game that takes onboard
the sporting aspects of Final Fantasy X and Speedball. A little more depth
is required but it has already caught our interest.

The THQ stand was compact and understated, but significantly
displayed the turnaround in the publishers' fortunes. Acquiring the licence
for Finding Nemo seems like a very smart move now that the film has
racked up record box office figures in the States. The game itself is colourful
and ideally aimed at the younger market, but don't expect anything
more. Sphinx was visually impressive but prolonged play confirmed our
suspicions of another predictable platform/adventure romp.  

It was hard to judge the latest version in the Smackdown series as
Gamestyle struggled to win its bout. The difficulty level was cranked up
to professional, as the burly American was victorious again and again. Still,
it is hard to avoid conclusions that it is nothing more than a visual update
with the new body damage meter in place. The obvious highlight was the
return of Broken Sword, which maintains the toughness and style of the
series. Despite being hugely experienced Gamestyle struggled to overcome
the first puzzle, but wonderfully so. If the cryptic puzzles are maintained
throughout, along with the captivating story, then this is one release that
will guarantee value for money.

Pushing on, the other noticeable stand on the floor was Nokia and
its N-Gage platform, which along with the presence of the Vodaphone
tour marked the growth in the mobile phone section. Gamestyle felt it
was an interesting comparison, with the Vodaphone mobiles being
uncomfortable to use, although colourful, but lacking depth and variety. The
N-Gage on the other hand was far more ergonomic and divided opinion
amongst those who tried its variety of games on show - presented in
similar ratio to those of the original GameBoy Advance. What Nokia has
not made public is the fact that changing games is very much like removing
the SIM card from your own mobile phone; not exactly consumer friendly.
However considering this is far more than just a gaming device (and at
that price it certainly has to be) it will be interesting to see how it performs.

Super Monkey Ball is certainly playable but without the analogue
stick, it suffers from the same problems of the GameBoy Advance version.
Tony Hawk's and Tomb Raider are faithful three-dimensional representations
of the PSone releases and bode well for the future. The support is certainly

in place for the N-Gage but whether seasoned gamers will flock to the
device with its numerical keypad remains to be seen. Nearby, the Korean
stand contained a surprising diversity of titles mainly aimed towards the
handheld and arcade markets, but the playability and potential of table
tennis should ensure an Xbox release.

Whilst ECTS impressed with its organisation and scope, there is no
escaping the feeling that it's somehow eclipsed by the Playstation 2
Experience. Games such as Judge Dredd vs. Death, Gran Turismo 4, Jak
II, True Crime, Colin McRae 4 and many more were only available at this
consumer event. Perhaps the result of a cost-cutting manoeuvre by many
developers, ECTS can only grow through gaining consistent support. Such
issues will be addressed in our Playstation 2 Experience report, but in
summing up, ECTS 2003 was a success and hopefully next year will
continue the upward trend and deliver a bigger show, with even better
games.

ECTS 2003

GAMESTYLE ECTS 2003 AWARDS

Best Game: XIII
Most Surprising Game: Pac Man

Best Stand: Ubi Soft
Most Original Stand: Nintendo

Booth Babes: Play It
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pot logic behind the event – everything went in with little
thought.  Because of this the Official Playstation 2 stage and
others became lost in the melee.  For proof check out the
Gamestyle DVD.

Environment aside what about the games?  Gamestyle
played just about everything at the Playstation 2 Experience
over the course of two days and more detailed information will
be appearing in various previews over the coming weeks.
 Therefore only a few games are discussed briefly below, yet it
should be noted that it was hard to form an opinion as the
crowded scenes, noise, lack of control system information and
bugged games tried to stop all but the most determined.
 However a thirst for knowledge and DVD footage drove us
onward.

Arguably the biggest draw for the PS2 punters was Gran
Turismo 4, which had the familiarity of an old friend returning
from a year abroad.  Visually the game is polished as ever,
although quite clearly it is still incomplete, as the foggy rear view
mirror confirmed.  The demo offered several cars and the
typically challenging circuits such as New York and a desert rally
stage.  Gamestyle ignored the stand up cabinets and instead
watched the action in the sit down booths.  Initially we were
disheartened, but only when you grasp the wheel does the
strength of GT4 become clear.  The handling is simply wonderful.
 This is partially due to the force feedback steering wheel, which
is unquestionably the only way to play and strengthens the link
between man and machine.  Just how expensive yet another
home set up is remains to be seen.

Our seasoned Sega Rally expert looked shaken after his
GT4 encounter ; but then again everyone struggled - except
one person.  Kazunori Yamauchi the creator of Gran Turismo
was spotted by Gamestyle (despite his blank SCEE pass) playing
his own game.  Unquestionably this was a master class as
Yamauchi-san posted times that few could challenge.  However
the lesson was cut short when a zealous attendant demanded
that everyone leave the show as it had closed for the afternoon.
 A stunned creator and friends moved hastily towards the exit.

Another title with “4” in its name was on show nearby:
Colin MacRae Rally 4.  The level of detail has improved marginally,
and the handling remains as compulsive as ever but CM4 relies
on new modes and a freedom of selection that was hard to
judge without prolonged exposure and the completed version.
 Jak II was another big draw and perhaps one of the most
technically impressive games on the floor.  The move towards
the dark side has been taken with a view to attracting more
sales, as many ignored the excellent original.  Gamestyle believes

that Jak II will once again fail because Naughty Dog has not
tackled the true problem.  There was nothing wrong with
original’s design, graphics or playability, rather the main characters
lacked any imagination or attraction for the mainstream consumer.
 The emphasis on shooting and violence in the sequel is no
doubt a result of the GTA influence.  Speaking of which, True
Crime: Streets of LA was also on show and impressed with its
scope and variety.  Just how it fares on a long-term story induced
basis remains to be seen.

Thankfully plenty of RPG’s were on show, including the
impressive Dark Chronicle, however the environment and brief
play time prevented any true discovery.  Xenosaga was
unfortunately no where to be seen – the one RPG SCEE should
release in Europe!  Elsewhere the real revelation in the Network
area was Resident Evil: Outbreak, which seems to have been
given a new lease of life with the online concept.  Secret Weapons
over Normandy was another game along with Simpsons Hit &
Run that caught our interest with its playability and interesting
approach. Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon finally made an
appearance and looked decidedly unfinished and lacklustre.
 Perhaps Genki should be given more time to build something
that remains faithful to the film and not Tenchu or Shinboi.

Codemasters may have acquired the potentially profitable
Pop Idol license yet it seems no real thought has been given to
its development.  The game is an average rhythm action clone,
which fails to capture the players’ attention when compared to
the Konami music release.  The cartoon cel-shaded style smacks
of desperation and a game, which perhaps had its development
budget, swallowed up by the license.  Why tap buttons in time
to Like a Virgin when another game allows you the freedom to
really sing?  In its current build Pop Idol is nothing more than
disappointing cash-in.

Apart from its obvious success the other conclusion you
can draw from the Playstation 2 Experience is how much Sony
are in tune with the mainstream.  Sony always manages to deliver
to the consumer in a stylish and effective manner – giving them
what they so desire.  And so it was the case yet again. Everyone
left happy with what they had played and been given, safe in
the knowledge that they had chosen the best machine and its
future was assured.  Europe is seen to be important and treated
with respect. It’s no wonder that the Playstation brand continues
to control the market, as a proclamation of its dominance over
the industry the Playstation 2 Experience is suitably apt.  Next
year Gamestyle predicts the show will be even bigger.

PLAYSTATION EXPERIENCE 2003

Chaos, noise, carnage, rudeness, survival and self-interest;
all of these describe the second Playstation Experience. Unlike
the tranquil, efficient atmosphere of ECTS next door, the
Experience had more in common with the mass scramble of
the January sales.  On reflection this was unavoidable, as after
all it was a “consumer” event as opposed to trade only.  Normally
this is a welcome change however the ratio of adults to children
meant that there was little control evident and groups roamed
together, swarming machines with hired hands doing little to
organise matters.

Such criticism should not detract from what was an epic
show, and an amazing success for Sony – pushing the Playstation
2 brand even further into the collective psyche. A marketing
budget of supposedly two million ensured that bumper crowds
gathered before the opening of each session.  With each paying
£6-£8 for the privilege (you do the maths) they certainly received
value for money.  The bumper PS2 goodie bag (free to ticket
holders) included various demo disks, an official PS2 magazine,
chocolate, T-shirt, stickers, key rings and various other trinkets.
 Gamestyle’s favourite was a Konami hero’s card deck, which
plays very much like trumps.  A merchandise section was doing
a roaring trade, thanks to its affordable prices that allowed Mike
B (Playstation 2 fan boy) to snap up just about everything.

The Experience was separated into sections (each with a
distinctive theme) that ran around the central area. This allowed
those with a favourite genre to remain relatively amused by
sticking within the confines of beat ‘em ups, music, network or
Eye Toy, which was unsurprisingly heavily pushed by Sony.  The
over eighteen enclosure provided a welcome break from the
masses outside, and was wonderfully decorated with ambient
music, dim lighting and large red cushions.  Unfortunately the
games on show seemed to consist of Gladiator and Backyard
Wrestling – neither good enough to maintain all but a brief
presence in the sanctuary.

For those brave enough to traverse the central courtyard,
every visitor was equipped with a map – neatly held together
on a neck chain.   The central area had various stages competing
for your attention.  There was too much to take in or even
attempt to describe, as games became lost in the tsunami of
teenagers, volume and smoke.  The main stage had at various
times Dr Fox (chubby radio DJ), that annoying Irish Radio One
DJ, a girl group and a bemused Hideo Kojima – who unfortunately
gave the briefest of autograph sessions.  Each day had a particular
chain of events organised by Sony, and to catch them all quite
often required attending the morning and evening sessions.
While this meant paying at the door twice, it showed the mixing
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STAR WARS: KNIGHTS OF THE OLD REPUBLIC

2003 has been a period of frustration for Xbox owners; key releases
have slipped into 2004, leaving a chasm that can not be bridged by
lacklustre releases. Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic has been
prominent on every radar because it promises to finally deliver a tantalising
Star Wars experience. It is here that Gamestyle should mention the
systematic abuse the licence has endured recently in gaming terms, however
this is common knowledge. Rather, it served as the catalyst for LucasArts
to bring in an outside 'force' to develop a game worthy of the Star Wars
name. The result of this alliance is Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic.

Collectively, Gamestyle embodies every opinion on Star Wars as
there are diehards, sceptics and those with fond (yet distant) childhood
memories within our ranks. It must be said that KOTOR manages to break
down the barriers between such groups and delivers an experience which
does not rely on previous knowledge or fanboy fantasies. KOTOR is an
impeccable Star Wars release, but more importantly, the acumen of the
game itself is just as impressive. Credentials such as these are hard to
ignore no matter what preconceptions you may have.

BioWare has captured the essence of the Star Wars universe and
created a template that Lucas himself could use. The fallout of the
Mandalorian war is the emergence of the Sith, who begin a campaign
against the Republic. The Sith include within their ranks former Jedi
members and Republic troops who have turned against their former
friends and allies. The period is not covered by any of the films and the
benefits of such an era are obvious. This is a voyage of discovery and
enlightenment for everyone regardless of previous exposure.  

The central character is created, named, nurtured and developed
through the actions and choices of the player. The merest hint of RPG
traits is enough to dissuade potential players who loathe the reliance and
rigmarole of levelling up, linear progression and turn-based combat. Bioware
has cleverly avoided such pitfalls by constructing a breed of adventure
that camouflages such indiscretions; for instance, when a character crosses
a new level threshold this is not only rewarded through improved health
points, but also acts as an opportunity to continually shape his/her skills
and attributes. Increase one of several characteristics, or adopt a more
balanced approach, and the results of such decisions are easily identifiable
in the field.

The whole concept of experience remains central to improving
character statistics; nevertheless slaying opponents is not the exclusive
method for raising grades. Successfully resolved tasks are rewarded not
only with credits but all-important experience points. Colleagues left
behind outnumber the onscreen trio that are selected and utilised.
Thankfully there is no need to continually swap characters to maintain a
fair balance of experience; rather, each member of the whole group grows
collectively whether they are used frequently or not. This frees the player
to use whatever characters are deemed fit for story trails they wish to
follow.

The combat system employed can only be described as a mutation
of real-time and turn-based systems prevalent in other releases. Characters
will automatically engage the enemy when prompted. There is no
requirement on commands being entered and the player has immense
freedom during battles. Intervention is by discretion, and when engaged,
expect to control a character’s movement, physical attacks and mental
abilities. Amalgamate with the ability to change character at will and
KOTOR has a stimulating combat system.  

Many may mourn the demise of the tactical element, as Napoleon
would scarcely rise from his slumber. The details are in the preparation:
how the troops are equipped, their actions, skills, and significantly, the trio
that are deployed. Combat does become second nature, however the
ease of continuous victory is of particular concern. Added with the ability
to save anywhere, two group members can fall in battle only to be revived
if the survivor is victorious. This combined with no difficulty setting means
that KOTOR is not a test of brawn. Rather it is a barometer of the player;
the end result is a true reflection of each individual’s qualities, good or
bad.

If linearity is the current gaming beelzebub then open-ended approach
is the new messiah. Unquestionably we enjoy a good story and until
recently the player was shackled to the tale without much freedom.
Morrowind heralded an open-ended approach that proved detrimental
to the game itself, as players became confused with the multitude of
options, roles and routes available. Zelda: Ocarina of Time wove quests
and activities into the fabric of the overall tale giving the illusion of freedom,
when in reality it was just a series of new options. KOTOR manages to
maintain the overall picture of the Sith and Republic struggle whilst telling
separate tales of individuals within the group and adding various mini-
games for further distraction.

Thanks to the technology of hyperspace travel, KOTOR facilitates
journeys between the planets with no reference to order or plot structure.
The key instrument in its success (notwithstanding the licence) is the
struggle between good and bad, which affects each group member. A
meter displays the current standing - a beacon of goodness or a future
evil dictator? Each task, each action, each answer has ramifications for the
dark or light side. The path of the righteous is harder to tread when base
emotions such as anger, revenge and power are ready to tempt any
straggler. A slave may suggest a massage, which is indicative of the adult
humour evident throughout the game, but does the apprentice accept
such an offer? The crux rests on the shoulders of the player. KOTOR
tests attributes such as greed, desire and honesty moreso than any Sid
Meier creation.

The presentation of Star Wars titles has been above-average and
KOTOR manages to eclipse previous releases. Bioware has ignored the
bourgeois approach and brought its own style to the game. It would have
been too easy to cherry pick moments similar to the Rogue Squadron
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series; instead knowledge and respect of the Star Wars universe and
culture has been used to envisage and preserve a new era. Presentation
extends beyond mere character and environment designs, encompassing
story, voice acting and a high measure of skilful implementation. With
Baldur’s Gate, Bioware proved that they could successfully weave these
elements into a singular experience. The story contains many facets that
impel the player to return for more or to play a little while longer; while
the voice acting represents one of the finest examples available in a
videogame. KOTOR was crafted to evoke feelings and provide an
unforgettable experience.  

Sporadic releases deserve the tag of epic, but KOTOR creates a
universe that could not exist on any other console. The initial world on
its own easily rivals other releases in terms of size and scope. And with
the realisation that several more await, perhaps epic does not begin to
convey its monumental breadth of vision. In an era of annual updates and
quick development turnarounds, projects such as this are increasingly rare.
The Xbox has suffered countless releases that fail to take advantage of
the possibilities offered by the platform. Gamestyle must concur that
KOTOR is not the most visually stunning release available, but the hard
drive is utilised to create a universe in which the player can almost reach
out and touch.  

With an ambitiously epic project such as this, the inherent pitfalls of
PC design become ever more obvious than before. No matter how much
emphasis is placed on debugging, issues will always breach the safety net.
It is disappointing to note that many of these were well documented after
the American release and could have been rectified or at least addressed
in the PAL version. The temperamental framerate has if anything increased
in tenacity and the work that has gone into the Dolby Digital soundtrack
is hampered by timid playback. Audio speech can at times lag behind
onscreen events or miss complete sections, while CPU characters become
stuck on scenery. However, placed into context, these are relative but
not altogether detrimental issues. A point also worth considering is the
repetitive gameplay, which manifests itself across each world. The tasks
and challenges may vary but underneath the same actions and decisions
are required. Some may say that the Zelda games suffer by forcing players
to endure several dungeons, and in that respect KOTOR is similar in it’s
game mechanics.

For Xbox owners, Star Wars: Knights of the Republic represents a
defining moment in the life of the console; a release to be savoured but
one that ultimately shows its limitations the further you progress. After
the summer drought and a year of disappointing releases it would be far
too easy to become swept up in the evident hype.  However here is a
game which provokes feelings that have not been stirred since Square’s
Final Fantasy VII.  

It may fall just short of classic status, but moments like these are few
and far between.

Game Title: Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic
Genre: RPG
Developer: Bioware
Publisher: Lucasarts
Region: Europe / PAL

Format: Xbox
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MADDEN NFL: 2004 / PLAYSTATION 2

Madden NFL 2004 takes the field for an unprecedented 14th season,
poised to add another year to its dominance of virtual gridiron. While EA
likes to tout their sports games with the 'It's in the game' tag, in the case
of Madden that falls short of describing how much a part of the football
season Madden has become. From the pro players who play it on the
road to the Madden Bowl Championship during Super Bowl week, Madden
'ownz' its own spot in football culture - as confirmed by this year's
unprecedented induction of the game into the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
Turn up the lights and cue the music because it's time for kickoff. Only
one question remains: "Are you ready for some football?"

This all-pro looks to be in top form, with that immersive quality that
really creates the sense of being in the game right from the first kickoff.
With the graphics already looking great in prior versions, attention turned
this year to improving the animation. Gone are the awkward jumps from
one movement to another, and now replaced by natural transitions: the
smooth way quarterbacks drop back, scramble, set and pass - the running
backs' cut, spin and juke without losing a step - gives such a realistic look
it almost approaches watching live TV.

Controlling that action gets a new boost from the addition of EA's
Playmaker system (over the usual football controls). By using the right
stick on the controller, it allows quick changes in the action based on the
situation. While it sounds good the actual results are a mixed bag. At its
best, prior to the snap Playmaker works like a quick audible, changing the
direction of a run or the route of the primary receiver. Coming up to the
line it's a great way to exploit a hole in the defense. On the other hand,
once the action starts, adding another control to the buttons and a thumb-
stick already in use approaches overload - especially to just direct blockers'
or receivers' tasks that the game should handle without extra input.

Despite the attention paid to creating the look and feel of the NFL
game, the final product plays decidedly out of balance in favour of the
offense. Defensive control feels one step behind and too often defenders
who appear in perfect position fail to make a play as the ball carrier goes
by them. Combine that with an unrealistically high tendency for broken
tackles, and every play can turn into a parade of defenders trailing the guy
who got away as he streaks down the field for another score. Making the
defensive changes needed to account for these game issues - like keeping
extra help back on every play artificially - changes the defensive gameplan
and undermines the simulation aspect of the game.

EA Sports' signature presentation-style, featuring current music gives
a hip, polished feel to the game; although with only 23 songs repetition
sets in all too soon. NFL fans will love the new favourite team feature.
Not only does it add team colours and player pictures as backgrounds,
it uses the console's clock to get the date and sets the default quick game
to reflect the current match-up in the season for that team. Ironically, the
commentary (including that of Madden himself) is perhaps the single
weakest part of the game. Unlike the witty observations heard on Monday

nights, Madden's voicework feels lifeless and frequently repetitive, coming
across like a bad caricature. Similarly, Al Michael's play-by-play comes off
as mechanical, complete with audible changes in his voice within phrases
where soundbites are spliced together.

Yet a wealth of features gives Madden appeal beyond just the singular
'Game of the Day'. Franchise mode goes well past the usual play-a-season
affair, and the new owner mode offers an all-encompassing team
management sim. Building a champion means improving your players each
season in training camp, where performance in mini-game drills earns
increases in player stats; and further involves making trades and signing
players within the confines of the salary cap (you can even generate
revenue complete with a sim-stadium, featuring the thrills of setting
concessions and parking prices). Sadly, those looking to quickly setup and
play a season will find themselves out of luck. Wading through the numerous
menus, along with long disk times, further conspires to make the franchise
mode a more frustrating endeavour than is necessary to play out a season.

Although online play also enjoys enhancements this year, it stumbles
short of a touchdown. Lobbies and EA Messenger make finding friends,
chatting and setting up games as user-friendly as possible, even if stuck
without a real keyboard. A new, easy to use tournament system sets the
stage for some epic "friendly" competition amongst buddies. For those
enjoying a broadband connection, gameplay feels as tight as if both players
were in the same room, and the new EA Sports Talk allows for in-game
voice chat using a USB microphone. Clearly a sales-motivated decision,
the inclusion of 56k dial-up support only degrades the experience for
anyone unfortunate enough to try it. Even if one player connects via
broadband, gameplay is jumpy and starts making it all but unplayable, whilst
EA's continuing feud with Microsoft over control of the online servers
means that once again Xbox players get denied online play.

As the reigning champion, Madden could easily recycle last year's
game with new rosters and sell another few million copies to the thrill of
reviewers the world over. Their hard work improving the animations and
adding new features shows a real commitment to keeping Madden at the
head of the pack. Yet somehow they've lost sight of what put them at
the top in the first place - the football game on the field. Sure, the ability
to run 40+ seasons of a franchise offers an amazing amount of interaction,
but how many will genuinely take advantage of it beyond playing a few
seasons and thinking, "Wow, what a cool feature"? Meanwhile, along with
the balance issues, unrealistically high numbers of turnovers and frequent
worst-moment-possible penalties shatter the illusion of simulating an NFL
game. While these points are a matter for tweaking, bugs like blocked
passes that become fumbles and a nasty feedback drone when removing
the disc slipped through in the rush to release, which further tarnishes this
year's effort. Madden's veteran execution still delivers its compelling game
of football, but in a league of fierce competition, the miscues potentially
leave the door open for the challengers to take the title.

Game Title: Madden NFL 2004
Genre: Sports
Developer: EA Tiburon
Publisher: EA Sports
Region: USA / NTSC

Format: PlayStation 2 (reviewed)
Also available on Xbox, Gamecube, PC and GBA
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DONKEY KONG COUNTRY

There are certain videogames throughout history that are
remembered for very specific traits. With Donkey Kong Country that
would have to be the advancement in 2D visuals on 16-bit hardware.
Around 1994, there was definite emphasis on rendered 3D imagery, as
it became more and more widespread and filtered into entertainment
media such as videogames. Donkey Kong was one of the first to properly
utilise it and Nintendo were very keen to showcase Rare's seemingly
impossible work on their Super Nintendo hardware. Now this historic
title is revived for a fresh audience on Nintendo's more advanced handheld
platform. But has it withstood the tests of time? Gamestyle took it for a
test run...

Unfortunately, any praise thrown at Donkey Kong Country at the
time should really have only been for technical competence. DKC is an
extremely well manufactured game, featuring lush visuals, absolutely brilliant
sound and music, and some of the smoothest 2D animation you're ever
likely to see. So why are the game's mechanics stuck in a pit of frustration
and incompetence? It's not that the game is badly designed; it's just that
it is so one-dimensional. Progress through its scrolling platformed levels
is maintained through trial-and-error - moreso than Gamestyle has ever
seen. Enemies will jump down from beyond your visual range without
warning, usually knocking you down in the process and forcing a level
restart. Platforms and hazards will turn up, move, and disappear in
unpredictable ways that you can only navigate once you know what is
going to happen - from failing the first time(s). You don't even get a chance
to remedy dangerous situations on the fly, because one hit will see you
out of the game.

Although credit is due to the ingenious way you gain an extra chance
- by freeing your monkey-pal 'Diddy Kong' from one of the barrels strewn
about the levels, enabling you to take two hits before dying - switching
between the two active characters (leaving the other to trail behind you)
does little to affect movement. Diddy is only slightly less able to dispatch
some of the bigger foes, but that about covers it. The inclusion of lives is
a pointless one, too. Losing a life sends you back to the map screen, ready
to start the level again. Losing all lives prompts you to restart from your
save point, which is no different to losing a life. Even the halfway checkpoint
that every level has is remembered after losing all lives, so there is really
no need for them at all.

The frustration of some of the later levels is likely to send you ape.
There is practically no way of getting through them all on the first try, so
you are forced to expend your (limitless and pointless) lives on getting
through the tough, artificially lengthened bits, relying on memory and
patience. This frustration is enhanced by the graphical representation of
the levels themselves. With the semi-3D "natural look" the platforms all
have, it is sometimes difficult to see exactly where the edge of ledges start
and finish, leading to unnecessary death by falling.

The controls (which have tried to copy the Mario 'hold-button-to-

run' method) don't work as well as they could either. The B-button activates
a rolling manoeuvre, but also needs to be held down to stay running. This
little roll can be dangerous before edges of platforms, and perhaps a
separate button could have been utilised for this other function instead.
Needless to say, although this organic feel to the game does make it far
less precise, it doesn't stop the flow or the feeling of solidity, and bouncing
off of enemy heads is still as satisfying as it needs to be.

With the fundamental platforming dynamics flawed and basic, it is
lucky that in virtually every other respect Donkey Kong Country delivers
in spades. Bonus stages are hidden throughout levels, those infamous
barrels are back in various incarnations (from cannon, to pick-ups and
weapons), boss fights are a joy to participate in and show real inventiveness,
and then there are the mini-games...from the gloriously rendered jungle
island map screen, to the localised level select screen, and into the sub-
characters' welcoming huts where these distractions are introduced.

There are two mini-game types that you will stumble across at varying
difficulty levels each time. They aren't essential to progress but are ideal
to simply monkey around in, and break up the often frustrating proper
levels. The dancing mini-game is probably one of the earliest examples of
the rhythm action genre. As your monkey of choice gets down to the
beat, a string of symbols representing the face buttons of the GBA will
appear at the top of the screen. Pressing them in time with the music will
award points and a high score will add to your life total and credibility. It
is somewhat basic, however. The pace and rhythm doesn't really change
and the music here is a little basic (but still charming). Furthermore the
response sound plays when you press the button rather than in time with
the music, so if you are out of time it can be difficult to correct it again
as the music is drowned out by the offset sound. It's only a minor issue
in this otherwise welcomed distraction.

The second is a fabulously well-designed fishing game. Using left and
right to move your boat, and the A-button to reel the hook in, you must
snag various fish and literally flick them into the boat, trying to earn
'kombos' for getting multiple fish at a time. It really is one of the most
addictive mini-games ever, due in part to the great use of inertia and
randomised fish placement.

There are so many great ideas thrown into this wonderful little title,
that it is almost a shame that the main levels are so frustratingly badly
designed. It could have been an absolute classic, a gem of a game, rather
than a precursor to the ways of Crash Bandicoot. The characters feel very
alive, the levels span and scroll beautifully, the themes and objectives vary,
always keeping you interested (when it isn't sending you bananas), and
many of the game's levels are extremely addictive (due more to the need
to get through them, than the joy of actually playing them), that you will
want to see it through to its clichéd ending; to find those lost bananas and
generally bring peace back to the lazy world of Donkey Kong's everyday
jungle life.

Game Title: Donkey Kong Country
Genre: Platformer
Developer: Rare/Nintendo
Publisher: Nintendo
Region: Europe / PAL

Format: Gameboy Advance
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MARIO GOLF: TOADSTOOL TOUR / GAMECUBE

Gamestyle has to admit a certain fondness for the latest in the age-
old Mario franchise: filling the gap between platforming and karting quite
neatly (at least in the States), Mario Golf gives Nintendo fans another
dose of the old faithful cast and crew, with a few new[ish] faces bolstering
the otherwise familiar line-up of characters.  In what amounts to nothing
more than an unashamed upgrade to the Nintendo 64 version of Mario
Golf, Toadstool Tour brings new courses, new game modes and some
quite gorgeous new graphics.

What it keeps much the same, however, is the swinging method.
 Rather than going down the route of Tiger Woods and friends, Mario
et al must use the rather antiquated 'Press A at the Sweetspot' version
of videogame golf, and little has changed since playing Leaderboard on
an old 4-colour 286 over a decade ago.  Basically, players hit A to start
the swing then B at the desired power; finally, a further tap of A to set
the direction and the ball's away - and should this prove too tricky for
younger players, A instead of B at the set-power stage automatically does
the rest of the swing, with a slightly random outcome. Naturally, then, this
allows Camelot a little room for improvisation and poetic licence with the
normal physics of golf; double tap A on the way down and you'll hit the
ball with top spin, likewise a double hit of B will spin the ball the other
way on landing. There are other spin combos, with obvious results.

Whilst initially Gamestyle would have preferred a more 'mature'
swinging device, the Gamecube's tiny C stick wouldn't necessarily lend
itself to precise direction, and once you get to grips with the game's
somewhat unique ball physics (the bounce is especially unpredictable) the
easy spin setup does seem to prove valuable.  More complicated shots
can be attempted by hitting the ball at various spots, mainly to get extra
height or curve the path of the ball around an obstacle, and with at least
three button presses and this added thumbstick manipulation, there soon
becomes plenty to do during the swing for even the most capable of
gamers.

So, chaotic ball physics aside, does Toadstool Tour offer a decent
game of golf?  The answer is most definitely "yes", and not just one game
either; aside from the main Tournament modes (set over six 18 hole
courses) there's a plethora of game modes - including Closest to Pin,
Speed Golf, and the more Mario-like shooting through rings and collecting
coins.  Each of the 10 or so game modes are completely self-contained
(with high score tables and so on) and are mostly multiplayer, providing
some great post-pub gaming moments - presumably a not entirely
unintentional feature of the game.  Games can get tense and challenging,
with each character playing slightly differently and having different abilities.
Mario Golf even offers a silly taunt option; tap the stick and the screen
soon fills up with both complimentary and derogatory comments.

Speaking of filling up the screen, this is where Toadstool Tour fails
to impress: while load times are virtually non-existent and the menus are
all wonderfully intuitive, the actual in-game presentation leaves a lot to

be desired.  In a word, it's messy - there's far too much information
crammed onto the 4:3 display (a widescreen mode would have helped
to push out the HUD to the sides leaving more of the course visible).  If
it's not the rather pointless Mario and Boos pointing out the power and
wind direction, it's the infuriating presence of more Boos scrolling past
the screen after a couple of seconds - reminding you that "A starts a
swing", and other daft lines.  Fine for the first ever game, but after 20
hours of play Gamestyle was well aware of how to play the game, thank
you.  The music and sound effects are particularly grating, too, but the
game's playable without both, so it’s CDs for the duration.

So, with the patronising and clumsy screen display out of the way,
all that's left is to say that Golf fans (and Mario fans in particular) will find
plenty to do here - the graphics are excellent (and locked at 60 frames
per second), with well defined courses and helpful grid lines, and the
tournament courses range from the gentle and forgiving first course (which
closely resembles a 'normal' golf course) through to the fan-service Peach's
Invitational (complete with her castle, chain chomps and warp pipes), and
a final hard-as-hell 6th course in and around Bowser's castle.  There's
much enjoyment to be had here, it's just a shame a little more effort
wasn't made to make it more grown-up for those of us more familiar with
videogames.

Game Title: Mario Golf
Genre: Sports
Developer: Camelot
Publisher: Nintendo
Region: US / NTSC

Format: Gamecube
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DJ CRAZE: LIVE IN PUERTO RICO / DVD REGION 2

REVIEW

Live in Puerto Rico is a rough ride; in a vastly different style to Craze's
previous CD-based outing (The Nexxstyle), the beats here aren't smooth
and flowing: in fact, they're just about as raw as possible given the somewhat
basic two turntable and a mixer setup.  Not necessarily raw in terms of
mixing, an area in which Craze has few equals, but rather in the choice
of records selected for the mix: in the live 60 minute set the DJ manages
to get right from the dirty bass-heavy 90bpm chugger that is Roc Raida's
"We Them Niggas" through to the epic, climactic drum and bass monster
"It Ain't Too Low" from Dillinja, the latter running at twice the speed of
the former, and all in crystal clear digital 5.1

In the midst of the swift and often frantic mixing lies a number of
clever, unobtrusive scratching routines and some tasteful, well placed cuts
from Craze's typical external sources, including some unlikely snippets of
records that most DJ's wouldn't even have thought of, never mind be
able to pull off.  The switch from hip hop to jungle happens at around 25
minutes, and after the change Craze doesn't let up for a second, spinning
such names as Ram Trilogy, Ray Keith and Total Science - the only strange
choice are the [now] commercial tracks such as Shy FX's "Shake Your
Body" and the current charting entry from DJ Marky.  Odd inclusions,
perhaps, but at least they bring about a sense of recognition from any
listeners unfamiliar with the sound of modern drum and bass.

Not that DJ Craze is unfamiliar, his oft-frightening knowledge of each
and every track in the set means his cueing and timing is impeccable,
laughing in the face of Ibiza's over-paid 'professionals' from behind the
mixer and triggering some stand-out moments of true DJing perfection,
especially considering the entire 60 minutes is live and unedited, there are
no engineers re-editing out any mistakes for this particular soundtrack,
and anyone still doubting Craze's skills after the main hour is up will do

well to investigate the additional features elsewhere on the DVD.  The
decent length interview is well appreciated (especially given Craze is a
somewhat reclusive character at times) but the real highlight is a stunning
5 minute live scratch set, every cut, every flick of the fader recorded in
real time from multiple camera angles - something to keep and show your
kids when all the world's vinyl has finally disintegrated.

Speaking of camera angles, the whole DVD runs with 2 angles - one
is simply a black screen (seemingly designed to allow you to dim the lights
and just hear the action, presumably for those without a separate amplifier
to their televisions) but the other is a remarkable 'trip' through Puerto
Rico.  Whilst not for the faint-hearted (scenes of bloodied cockerel fighting
and candid hand-gun usage is all fairly disturbing for us suburban types)
it's certainly something worth sitting through at least once.  Despite
Gamestyle's feeling that a separate 'angle' track might have been better
served filming the DJ at work, the visuals we do have oddly complement
the audio side of the proceedings; the mostly graphic imagery makes way
for scenes of happy dancers and booming speakers for the latter half of
the DVD.

It's an unassuming package, then.  Whilst not readily available on
these shores (being a Dutch production) it is possible to locate a copy
from most open-minded music stores, and it's available at a great budget
price (Gamestyle picked up a copy for just five pounds, brand new) so
it's not one to miss out on if you're a fan of either Craze or breakbeats
in general.  Of course, if you can appreciate both, Live in Puerto Rico is
something to cherish - you might have heard each and every track before,
you might even own them, but there's not a chance in hell you can mix
them together as well as DJ Craze.  For those into their beats, this is
essential stuff; get it, get high, and enjoy.
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